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ABSTRACT
Semi-reflexivity and reflexivity of locally convex spaces over a field K with a, non-trivial, non-
archimedean valuation are studied.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper K is a non-archimedean, non-trivially valued, com-
plete field with valuation 1,1, and E a locally convex Hausdorff space over K.
For the basic notions and properties concerning non-archimedean locally
convex spaces we refer to [13) when K is spherically complete and to [12] when
K is not spherically complete. We only recall the notations and definitions that
are crucial for this paper.
If (E, F) is a dual pair of vector spaces over K we denote by a(E, F) and
P(E, F) the weak, resp. strong dual pair topology on E. Similarly a(F, E) and
P(F, E) are defined.
If E', the topological dual space of E, separates the points of E then (E, E')
is a dual pair. Although it is not always true that E' separates the points of E
(e.g. if K is not spherically complete then (I"" leo)' = {O} it is true in the
following wide range of cases:
i) E has the Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP). I.e. for every subspace
D of E and every fED' there exists an fEE' extending f. Spaces with the
HBEP are studied in [9].
ii) E is a polar space. I.e. there exists a fundamental system of zero-neighbour-
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hoods in E consisting of polar sets (A subset U of E is a polar set if
U= U oo ).
Polar spaces are studied in [I2J. Every space E' with the strong topology
fJ(E', E) is a polar space.
If K is spherically complete then every locally convex Hausdorff space E over
K is polar and has the HBEP.
A normed space X over K is said to be of countable type if it contains a dense
subspace of countable dimension. The locally convex space E is said to be of
countable type if, for every continuous semi-norm p, the corresponding normed
space Ep = ElKer p is of countable type. It is proved in [12J that every space
of countable type is a polar space with the HBEP. In particular, every nuclear
space, every space with a Schauder basis and every space with the weak
topology is polar and has the HBEP.
From now on E will always denote a locally convex Hausdorff space over K
such that E' separates the points of E.
§ 1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMI· REFLEXIVE SPACES
1.1. DEFINITION
As in the complex case we denote by En the topological dual space of
E', fJ(E', E) and by JE : E--->En the canonical mapping defined by h(x)(J) =
=f(x) xEE, fEE'.
By our assumption on E, this mapping is injective and we can identify E with
a vector subspace of En.
The space E is called semi-reflexive if the mapping Jt. is surjective.
1.2. PROPOSITION
The space E is semi-reflexive if and only if it is a(E, E')-quasi complete.
PROOF
E is semi-reflexive if and only if the topology fJ(E', E) is compatible with the
dual pair (E', E). So we have to prove that this holds if and only if E, a(E, E')
is quasi complete. This is done for a more general situation in the next lemma.
1.3. LEMMA
Let (E, F) be a dual pair of vector spaces over K. Then the strong topology
fJ(E, F) is compatible with the dual pair (E, F) if and only if F is a(F, E)-quasi
complete.
PROOF.
a. Suppose F is a(F, E)-quasi complete and put G = {B C F; B is edged,
a(F, E)-bounded and a(F, E)-complete}. By [12] 7.3 and 7.4 we have to prove
that:
i) G is a special covering of F, and that
ii) the corresponding G-topology on E is exactly fJ(E, F).
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Take A E G and BE G. Then c = (:4 UBI1(f J » " is edged, a(F, E)-bounded
and a(F, E)-closed, hence a(F, E)-complete.
So AU B C C E G. This pro ves i) because the other conditions for i) are
tri viall y full filled .
As for i i) , if B c F is a(F, E) -bounded, then B C (BO(r : 1:.')" E G. So the G-
topology on E is finer than P(E, F). Since it is obviously also weaker than
P(E, F) we are done.
b. Suppose the topology P(E, F) is compatible with the dual pair (E, F). By
[12J (proof of 7.4) , P(E, F) is a G-topology for the special covering. G= {A p ;
P is a P(E, F)-continuous semi-norm on E}, where A p = {jE F} IfI:5p}.
Let now B C F be a(F, E)-closed and a(F, E)-bounded. Then there exists a
P(E, F)-continuous semi-norm p on E with P8:5P, where , for XE E, PB(X) =
=sup!EB lf(x)!. Obviously BCA p ' Since Ap is a(F, E)-complete, B is a(F, E)-
complete as well .
1.4. REMARK
If the field K is spherically complete, theorem 1.2 reduces to: "The space E
is semi-reflexive if and only if every closed, bounded, absolutely convex subset
of E is c-compact".
A direct proof of this result is given in [2J.
1.5. REMARK
An explicit form of E" is given by:
E" = U BO« 1:."' )-, E ')
H E '£
where E* is the algebraic dual of E and ,'B is the family of all weakly bounded
and absolutely convex subsets of E.
The proof is the same as in the complex case . One only has to take care of
the fact that now Boo = (Bo«£')-, E'»", but thi s is still a subset of E".
1.6. PROPOSITION
i) If E is a(E, E')-quasi complete then E is quasi complete. Thus every semi-
reflexive space is quasi complete.
(This result improves one half of 10.2 in [12]).
ii) Every quasi-complete space is sequentially complete.
iii) If E is a(E, E ') sequentially complete, E is sequentially complete.
iv) If E has the HBEP then E is a(E, E') sequentially complete if and onl y if
it is sequent ially complete.
v) If the strong dual space E', P(E', E) of E is of countable type then E is
a(E, E')-quasi complete if and only if E is a(E, E ')-sequentially complete.
PROOF
The proofs of i), ii) and iii) are the same as in the complex case and are
therefore omitted .
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PROOF OF iv
Suppose E is sequentiaIly complete and let (an)n be a aCE, E')-Cauchy
sequence in E. Then the sequence (an + I - an)n tends to zero in aCE, E'). Since
E has the HBEP it also tends to zero in E (see [9] prop. 4.3). Choose e> 0
and let p be a continuous semi-norm on E. Then there exists no such that
tx«; • I - an) < e for n 2: no. If also m 2: no, we have, if e.g. m » n:
max pia; + i-an + i- I) < e.
;::: I, ...• (m-..n)
So (an) is a Cauchy sequence in E and is therefore convergent in E. The
sequence (an) is then obviously also aCE, E')-convergent.
PROOF OF v
If E', P(E ', E) is of countable type, then every aCE, E')-bounded subset of E
is aCE, E')-metrizable (see [8] lemma 2.4). The result now foIlows easily.
§ 2. PERMANENCE PROPERTIES
2.1. PROPOSITION
If for every a E A the space Ea is semi-reflexive, then the topological
product space: n
a EA Ea and the topological direct sum 8::"J a E A Ea are semi-
reflexive.
PROOF
We prove that a product of weakly quasi complete spaces is weakly quasi
complete (see 1.2). An analogous, straightforward reasoning is to be held for
the direct sum.
Put E = na e A Ea with the product topology and let B be a a(E, E')-bounded
and aCE, E')-c1osed subset of E, and (XV)uEN with Xv = (X~)a E A a a(E, E')-
Cauchy net in B.
If faEE~ and Pa: E-+Ea is the projection, then: «(faoPa)(XV»v=(fa(X~»v
is a Cauchy net in K.
Hence (X~)v is a a(Ea, E~)-bounded Cauchy net in Ea and by the assump-
tion on Ea it converges in Ea, a(Ea, E~), a EA. This means that (XV)vE N
converges in the product II aE A Ea, a(Ea, E~). It is then sufficient to see that
the identity map: I: naEA Ea, a(Ea, E~)-+E, aCE, E') is continuous.
2.2. REMARK
If K is not-sphericaIly complete, then 100 is (semi-)reflexive (see [11] 4.17).
But it has (see [11] p. 113) a closed subspace which is not semi-reflexive.
So a closed subspace of a semi-reflexive space E does not need to be semi-
reflexive even if E is polar.
On the other hand we have:
2.3. PROPOSITION
If E is a semi-reflexive space with the HBEP then every closed subspace of
E is semi-reflexive.
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PROOF
Let D be a closed subspace of E. Then D is a(E, E')-closed (see [9] theorem
4.2) and the topology a(D, D') is the restriction to D of the topology a(E, E')
(see [9J theorem 2.3). It is then easy to see that D is a(D, D')-quasi complete
whenever E is a(E, E')-quasi complete.
In the case where K is spherically complete we shall obtain a stronger version
of 2.3 in the next paragraph.
2.4. REMARK
If K is not spherically complete then (I00/Co)' = {o}. So a quotient of a
semi-reflexive space E by a closed subspace need not be semi-reflexive even if
E is polar. But here there is no positive result for the case where E has the
HBEP. We give indeed an example of a semi-reflexive space E, over a spheri-
cally complete field K, with a non-semi reflexive quotient.
2.5. EXAMPLE
For each kEN we consider the infinite matrix A k= Ui(k - I»i,i and we define
the vector space A over K by:
A = {X=(aij)ij; aijEK, Vi, Vj and lim laijl/(k-I)=O, Vk}.
t,J
For each kEN we define a norm Pk on A by
Pk(X) = max laij I·/(k - I), X = (ai)'
I,}
Then A, equipped with the increasing sequence of norms (Pk)k is a rnetri-
zable locally convex Hausdorff space over K.
In fact A can be seen as a non-archimedean Kothe space if we think of its
elements as being ordered as sequences.
Non-archirnedean Kothe-spaces have been studied is [6J and it follows
immediately from the results proved there that the space A as defined above
is a nuclear (hence semi-reflexive) Frechet space.
We also refer to [6J for the other notions concerning Kothe spaces that will
be needed here.
First remark that lim . Iail 1= 0 for all X =(aij·) EA. Therefore every series
',J
of the form L, aij' j =1,2, ... , is convergent and moreover: lim) IL; aij 1= o.
So we can define a linear mapping:
T: A ->co: X=(aij)-> T(X) =(L ai!, L ai2' L ai3'''')'
I I ;
Suppose we have proved that T is a topological homomorphism (i.e. con-
tinuous and open) from A onto the subspace T(A) of co. Then T(A) is topo-
logically isomorphic to a quotient space of A. But, as K is spherically complete
and dim T(A) = 00, T(A) cannot be semi-reflexive. In order to obtain that Tis
a topological homomorphism from A onto T(A) we apply the following result
([I] p. 106 ex, Saj), which is still valid in our case:
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Let E and F be Frechet spaces and T: E->F a linear mapping. Then the
following are equivalent:
i) T is a topological homomorphism from E onto T(E).
ii) T*(F') is a(E', E)-closed in E',
here T* is the transposed map of T.
For E we take the space A and we remark that (see [6)) its topological dual
space is given by:
A*={Y=(Pij); pijeK, Vi, Vi and lim iaijPij!=O,X=(ai)eA}.
I.J
The bilinear form on the dual pair (A, A *) is given by (X, Y> = Li, ) aijPij'
For F we take Co the dual of which is I""'. We first compute T*(lOO), where T*
is the transposed map of T.
Let g=(Yj)e/""'. Then, for X=(ai)eA we have
(X, Tg* >= (TX,g) = «L aij}j' (Yj)j»
I
= L LaijYj= (X, G>
J I
where G =(Yij) with Yij=Yj, Vi, Vi.
So T*g=G and obviously GeA *.
Also it is clear that T*(lOO) consists exactly of the matrices G of the above
form. Now it is left to prove that the set '9 consisting of these matrices is
a(A *, A)-closed in .11*.
Let (GV)vEN be a net in '9 with lim GIi=GeA * in a(A *, A). Put GIi=(Pij)ij
and G = (Pij)ij. We prove that G e '9. Let E) I e A be defined by E) I = (au) with
all = I and aij=O for i=/; I or i=/; I.
Then lim" (Gv,Ell)=(G,EII), or lim" PlI=P'I'
Consider now Erl e A where Er l = (au) with art = I and aij = 0 for i =/;r or
i» 1.
Then, as above, lim" P~J = PrJ'
But P~I = P~I> Vv, so Prl = P, I etc.
So we see that G e '9.
§ 3. EXAMPLES OF SEMI-REFLEXIVE SPACES
In this section we give some sufficient conditions under which E is semi-
reflexive. Remark that the case where K is spherically complete has been studied
intensively before (see e.g. [2], [4] and [5)). So we are, except in prop. 3.2
mainly interested in the general case and in the case where K is not spherically
complete.
It follows from 1.6 that:
E is semi-reflexive-s E is quasi complete-r- E is sequentially complete. We are
interested in conditions for which these arrows may be reversed.
3.1. PROPOSITION
Suppose E is a quasi-complete polar space. If in E every bounded sequence
is compactoid then E is semi-reflexive.
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PROOF.
By [10] p, 91 every bounded subset of E is compactoid, and by [12] 10.2 E
is a(£, £')-quasi complete. Then apply 1.2.
3.2. PROPOSITION
Let K be spherically complete and let E be a quasi-complete space over K.
Then E is semi-reflexive if and only if every closed subspace of E, which is
of countable type, is semi-reflexive.
PROOF
One half of the proof follows from 2.3. For the other half we apply 3.1. So,
let (x n ) be a bounded sequence in E and put F = vect {XI' X2, X3~-~'~}. Then F is
a closed subspace of countable type of E, By assumption F is semi-reflexive.
Since K is spherically complete the set A = C{x~:X2' X3, ... } is c-cornpact, and
hence compactoid in F. By [7] prop. 1.6 A is also compactoid in E and so is
its subset {Xl' X2' X3' ... }.
3.3. PROPOSITION
If K is not spherically complete then every quasi complete space E of
countable type is semi-reflexive.
PROOF.
By [12] theorem 4.13, E is linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of C&, for
some index set I. Since Co is semi-reflexive, so is C& (see 2.1). Remark that, if
E is complete the result follows immediately from 2.3.
If E is only quasi-complete, the result follows from the fact that cJ is a
weakly quasi complete space (see 1.2) of countable type and E is a quasi-
complete subspace of it. By [12] lemma 9.7, E is a(£, E')-quasi complete.
Finally, for sequentially complete spaces we have:
3.4. PROPOSITION
Suppose E is a sequentially complete space with the HBEP. If the strong dual
E', /3(£', £) of E is of countable type, then E is semi-reflexive.
PROOF
This follows immediately from prop. 1.6 iv) and v) combined with 1.2.
3.5. COROLLARIES
3.5.1.
If K is not spherically complete then every quasi-complete space with a
Schauder basis is semi-reflexive.
3.5.2.
If E is a sequentially complete space with the HBEP, such that its strong dual
space has a Schauder basis then E is semi-reflexive.
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PROOF.
Every space with a Schauder basis is of countable type.
§ 4. THL DUAL PAIR (E', EN)
4. J.
Since E', [J(E', E) is a polar space, the spaces E' and its dual E" form a dual
pair. As in the complex case we consider on E" the strong topology [J(E", E').
The trace of [J(E", E') on E wiJI be denoted by [J*(E, E').
We are interested in the conditions under which [J*(E, E') coincides with the
initial topology of E. Remark that in that case E is automatically a polar space,
as a subspace of the polar space E", [J(E", E').
For this reason we shall assume from now on that E, T is a polar space.
4.2. DEFINITION
We say that E, T is p-bornological if every polar subset of E, that absorbs
bounded subsets of E, is a T-zero-neighbourhood of E.
4.3. PROPOSITION
The following are equivalent:
i) E, T is p-bornologicaJ.
ii) Every [J(E', E)-bounded subset of E' is equicontinuous on E, T.
iii) [J*(E, E') = T.
PROOF i)->ii)
Let BeE' be bounded for [J(E', E). Then, since BO = B ooo, BO is a polar
subset of E and it is easy to see that it absorbs bounded subsets. By i), BO is
a zero-neighbourhood in E, T. So Boo is an equicontinuous subset of (E, T)'
and so is its subset B.
ii)->iii)
Obviously we only have to show that T is finer than [J*(E, E'). Let V be a
zero-neighbourhood in E, [J*(E, E'), V = DO with D a [J(E', E)-bounded subset
of E'. By ii) there is a polar zero-neighbourhood V in E, T with De u". Then
v= VooeDo= V and we are done.
iii)->i)
Let P be a polar bornivorous subset of E, T. Then it follows easily that pO
is bounded in £', [J(E', E). Then P = pOO is a zero-neighbourhood in E, [J*(E, E')
and so in E, T.
4.4. PROPOSITION
If E is p-bornological then the Mackey topology r(E, E') exists and is equal
to the initial topology on E.
PROOF
This follows immediately from [I2l Cor. 7.8.
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4.5. PROPOSITION
If E is metrizable then it is p-bornologicaI.
PROOF
By 4.3 one has to prove 4.3 ii), This is done exactly as in the complex case .
4.6. PROPOSITION
The following are equivalent:
i) E is reflexive. (I.e. E is semi-reflexive and P ·(E, E ') is the topology of E).
ii) E is semi-reflexive and p-bornologicaI.
PROOF
Immediate from 1.2 and 4.3.
4.7. REMARK
In [12) theorem 9.6 it is proved, without introducing the notion of semi-
reflexivity, that:
iii) E is reflexive if and only if it is polarly barrelled and weakly quasi-complete
(E is polarly barrelled if every polar barrel in E is a zero-neighbourhood).
We conclude this paper with a direct proof of the equivalence of ii) and iii).
We therefore first investigate the relation between "E is polarly barrelled" and
"E is p-bornological".
4.8. LEMMA
If E is sequentially complete then every a(E', E)-bounded subset is
P(E ', E)-bounded .
PROOF
The proof is the same as in the complex case and is therefore omitted .
4.9 . PROPOSITION
i) If E is polarly barrelled then it is p-bornologicaI.
ii) If E is sequentially complete and p-bornological then it is polarly barrelled .
PROOF
i) Let T be a bornivorous polar subset of E, T. Then, see [12] prop. 3.4, T
is edged, hence absolutely convex, and closed. Hence T is a polar barrel, from
which i) follows.
ii) Let B be a polar barrel in E, T. Then BO is a(E', E)-bounded in E'. By
4.8 BO is P(E', E)-bounded. Hence B = BOO is a bornivorous polar subset of E
and we are done.
4.10. PROPOSITION
E is semi-reflexive and p-bornological if and only if it is weakly quasi-
complete and polarly barrelled.
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PROOF
Let E be semi-reflexive and p-bornological. By 1.2 E is weakly quasi
complete. By 1.6 ii) E is weakly sequentially complete. By 4.9 E is then polarly
barrelled.
If E is weakly quasi complete and polarly barrelled, then it is semi-reflexive
by 1.2 and p-bornological by 4.9 i),
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